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HOME / Jakarta

Previous page
In the dining 
room of designer 
Yuni Jie’s central 
Jakarta apartment 
are vintage Thonet 
chrome and wicker 
dining chairs, Louis 
Poulsen pendant 
lights and a photo 
by a family friend, 
Indonesia-based 
photographer 
Martin Westlake

This page
An inveterate 
collector, Jie 
artfully displays 
objects on a side 
table

Ask designer Yuni Jie to walk you through 
her five-bedroom Jakarta penthouse and 

she’ll rattle off a who’s who of top furniture 
designers. Chairs by Charles and Ray Eames, 
Eero Saarinen and Michael Thonet nestle 
among sleek custom-designed pieces and 
Indonesian accessories. ‘I love to collect 
furniture, and I’m particularly crazy about 
chairs,’ she confesses. 

The tour of the 200-square-metre home 
begins in a zen-like foyer, where a circular coral 
sculpture from Bangkok takes centre stage. 
Below rests a lacquered hexagonal stool from 
Minotti that echoes the angular patterns on 
the Indonesian marble floor. ‘I really want this 
transition space to create a simple procession 
before entering the apartment,’ she says.

The foyer leads into an unusual trapezoidal 
space; this was tricky to decorate, so Jie opted 
for an informal, freestyle layout. The living 
room spills out into an airy dining room, 
where a large Carrara marble dining table is 
lit by low-hanging Louis Poulsen pendant 
lamps made of spun aluminium. Jie mixed and 
matched wicker Thonet chairs and wooden 
Porro chairs to add warmth. ‘I like the fact 
that the dining chairs are similar in shape but 
not exactly the same,’ she explains. ‘It gives 
character and a casual mood to the room.’

Perched by the window on the other side 
of the room is a futuristic Bang & Olufsen 
speaker on a wooden tripod. Shaped like a 
moon with a custom cover that evokes craters, 
it usually blasts Thelonious Monk and other 
jazz standards. ‘Music is part of our daily life,’ 
says Jie.

Having two young daughters also meant 
that Jie had to come up with creative design 
solutions so that the apartment would be 
stylish yet liveable. She created a home office, 
for instance, sectioned off by an open steel 
gate so she can keep an eye on her children 
while she works. The room features a simple 
white desk with a striking tiled wall relief by 
Kvadrat overhead, which can be assembled 
in various patterns. ‘I like it because it acts as 
a focal point in the room,’ says the designer. 
‘The colour orange also brings good energy.’

The office exemplifies the flat’s overall design, 
which employs a neutral colour palette with 
black and white furniture and pops of colour. 
The master bedroom features a minimalist 
black four-poster bed Jie designed herself 
set against cool grey wallpaper. Plants and a 
colourful Thomas Ruff print of a Mies van 
der Rohe building brighten the space. To 
create a sense of spaciousness, Jie inserted a 
glass window, which overlooks the master 
bathroom. This room is clad in travertine 
marble with a large tub, where her daughters 
enjoy taking baths on weekends.

The family’s personality and joie de vivre is 
evident in simple touches: a whimsical owl-
print Fornasetti wallpaper in her daughters’ 
rooms; a shrine-like Lego figurine on a 
plinth; and a series of tender black-and-white 
photos of Jie during one of her pregnancies 
taken by a photographer friend. Jie stresses 
that, for all her interest in design, it was most 
important for the home to feel relaxed. ‘It’s 
very casual but it carries a modern flair,’ she 
says. ‘Comfort was our priority. It had to be 
liveable, not intimidating.’
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Views of Jie’s home office, with a textile 
sculpture by the Bouroullec brothers 
for Kvadrat
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Previous page
A view of Jie’s open living and 
dining space displaying the modern 
yet casual vibe that she created for 
herself and her family. A red Eames 
chair pops against an otherwise 
neutral colour palette

Facing page
 On the opposite side of the living 
room an Eames lounger sits in front 
of a display shelf. A moon-like 
Bang & Olufsen speaker can be 
seen behind

This page
A tablescape detail
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In the master bedroom a neutral 
colour palette reigns supreme. The 
modern, minimal four-poster bed 
was designed by Jie

This page and facing page
Thoughtful details abound in Jie’s 
daughters’ bedrooms, which have 
been cleverly designed to allow the 
girls to grow into them
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Jie’s younger daughter plays in the 
bathroom she shares with her sister


